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AMERICAN newspaper comment

THE U.S. AND FINLAND

The New York Herald Tribune states;- The abrupt evacuation of the

American Legation staff from Helsinki remains a mystery. But an engrossing
0ne,.., the move may represent a last attempt to put diplomatic pressure on the

Finns to break -their bondage to the Nazis, It may be: a deliberate, effort by
the State Department to meet the Russian viewpoint, which has looked with a- not

unnatural suspicion on the continued relations between Finland and. the United

States, Or it could be a prelude to that Allied invasion of the Scandinavian

peninsula which’the prophets have so often imagined, and which would have the

elimination of the Hermans from northern Finland as well as from Norway as its

primary objective. .

.... whatever "the immediately exciting cause may have been, the evacuation

of our Legation staff can only mean that the northern pressures are rising, the

linos --are drawing tighter, the issues hitherto evaded are coming closer to the

-explosion point, pt F--

■; are other evidences in the same sense. The Germans in Norway have

been in a mounting fever of activity and tyrannical repression,' The Nazi
,

invasion of Swedish territorial waters and the extreme stiffness with which

Sweden has reacted are alike suggestive..*.

In the north, as in every other theatre, the great balances of force are

slowly but inescapably shifting, and history, is on the march, ...Caught as she

is in these vast forces, Finland's position is a tragic one, but where there

has been such an infinitude of' tragedy already, that ..fact , cannot check the

fulfillment.. 1of the historic process 1,.

MOVING TO THE HILL

The 'New York Times says; - ....
the headquarters of the British Eighth

Army now indicates its conviction that Marshal Rommel has left Africa .for good,'..

His departure would be a confession that the end is in sight. The Axis

troops have been cornered. The possibility for further ’’brilliant retreats,”
in-which Rommel excelled, 'is gone* Now the Axis forces are fighting with their

backs to the sea. The allied armies are moving in to the ki11.,.

The going is hard. The enemy is well entrenched in mountain positions and

is still throwing reinforcements into the fray,.,, nevertheless, the outcome

can no longer be in doubt. It behoves the Allies to rush all preparations for

moving on to Europe when Axis resistance in Africa collapses. Hitler lost the

war because he was not prepared to follow up Dunkerque, There is no excuse for

the Allies to emulate his mistake. . .-A

’’ANZAC"

The New York Times also says;- Twentyeight years ago Australians and New

Zealanders fighting against hopeless odds on the bloody shores of Gallipoli

taught the world a proud new name. Ever since "Anzac" has remained a symbol

of courage and devotion,....

In the south pacific we owe the Anzacs the same debt we owe the British,

standing on the final rampart of Europe, both held the line until we got there...

now we are deep on the battle of the pacific. It is inconceivable that we will

ever let the Anzacs down. In this country Anzac Day confirmed a mutual pledge
of our peoples to march shoulder to shoulder to a common victory.
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RECIPROCAL TRADE .

• From the Washington Post;- When the Congress debates extension of the

reciprocal trade agreements programme it is debating post-war problems in the

most concrete sense «,«, we are about to make an ..elementary choice between,

•economic nationalism and economic co-operation with .other countries in the

post-war world.

The moaning of thin choice, as Senator George cogently pointed out the .
other day, is not lost upon our Allies

~,,
if at this stage of .history we

should reverse so basic a step toward co-operation, then the statesmen of the

world would be blind indeed to rely upon us for any significant share in the

collective action essential to the creation of a stable world society.

Any retreat from the reciprocal trade programme could be regarded only as

a retreat into isolationism or, if the phrase seems in any way preferable or

distinguishable, into economic nationalism* It would give rise inevitably, as

did our nationalistic tariffs two decades ago' to retaliatory economic action by
other countries* The end products would be rivalry and instead of

collaboration and mutual trust*

MUCH TO BE DONE

The Cleveland Plain Dealer states*- Continuation of the reciprocal trade

agreements programme on which Congress has just held extensive hearings, is

essential if the United States intends to shoulder its post-war responsibilities.

Legislative sanction of the requested renewal, however, will neither solve all

of the aspects of freer trade relations nor plane the nation in a world

organisation when the conflict ends.

*„,..
much remains to be done, and not alone by the United States, before

the economic superstructure of a new world order is secure* - •

Quotas, export restrictions, all the devious devices resorted to in recent

years, to., gain the last ounce of advantage from world trade must be renounced

before the-desired degree of economic collaboration is attained ....

U.S.O.W.I.
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